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Chapter 1881: Zhang Tie’s Anger 

 

After hearing Zhang Tie’s words, Su Haimei and Ying Feiqiong wiped off their tears as they instantly 

raised their heads, gazing at Zhang Tie with their watery eyes out of gratitude, excitement, amazement 

and surprise... 

Given the great power that Zhang Tie displayed when he killed Si Dan and his identity as the incumbent 

Dragon Emperor, if Zhang Tie really made such a promise, it could be said that the sufferings of the 

remnants of Yin Yang Sect were coming to an end... 

“Your Majesty... Your Majesty, is it true?” Ying Feiqiong asked Zhang Tie meticulously as her eyes 

flickered. 

“If you two eat the potatoes that I’ve baked obediently, it will be true. Otherwise, it won’t be...” Zhang 

Tie answered solemnly. 

After hearing Zhang Tie’s words, Su Haimei and Ying Feiqiong exchanged a glance with each other. 

Closely after that, they took the two hot potatoes from Zhang Tie’s hands with complex feelings. 

Of course, Zhang Tie was just kidding; because of this, the two women felt that his previous words were 

real. 

“Look, just peel off its skin like this; then you could eat it...” Zhang Tie demonstrated as he taught them 

how to peel off the potato’s skin and expose the golden content, adding, “Let the bygones be bygones. 

Previously, I heard such a sentence, I will tell you——If we have to suffer difficulties, the only meaning 

of difficulties is to make us firmer and tell us how to live better. As long as you’re alive with the secret 

methods of Yin-Yang Sect, I believe that Yin-Yang Sect will reinvigorate in the future...” 

Su Haimei and Ying Feiqiong kept listening to Zhang Tie’s words as they slowly enjoyed the baked 

potatoes and felt warmer. In fact, after venting their feelings, the two women had become much more 

open-minded. When they focused on their potatoes, they found that the potatoes were really delicious. 

This kind of potato was the most successful mutated species that Zhang Tie had cultured in Castle of 

Black Iron. After being baked, it smelt pretty aromatic while keeping the pure taste of juice and content 

of the original species. Although it was simple to bake potatoes, it probably was the best way to cook 

potatoes. Additionally, the two women had not eaten any food these days; after a fierce battle today, 

they felt especially tired and hungry. Zhang Tie baked 6 potatoes, 2 for each. Only after a short while, 

the two women had eaten up their own potatoes almost as fast as Zhang Tie. 

When they ate food, none of them spoke, which was a hint of table manners. 

After eating the last potato in his hand, Zhang Tie sighed deeply due to satisfaction. Touching his belly, 

he suddenly recalled something as he said, “Oh, take this. I think they should be the rarities of Yin-Yang 

Sect; therefore, I will give them to you. You could find a proper owner for them...” 

As he said, Zhang Tie took out a pair of battle axes and a space-teleportation finger ring which once 

belonged to Xue Yuxiu and gave them to Su Haimei. 



At the sight of them, Su Haimei and Ying Feiqiong instantly recognized them. 

“Ah, they’re Yuxiu’s weapons and space-teleportation equipment...” n-)0𝔳𝑒𝓛𝔟1n 

“In the sacrificial altar of Cyandragon Palace, it was Xue Yuxiu who saved you first...” 

As it happened too fast and Xue Yuxiu had died, Zhang Tie didn’t mention the details to any member of 

Yin-Yang Sect. Those survivors of Yin-Yang Sect always thought that it was Zhang Tie who killed Xue 

Yuxiu and Grand Justice Qian and saved them. After hearing the truth, Su Haimei and Ying Feiqiong were 

both shocked. Their hatred towards Xue Yuxiu had long faded away with her death. To be honest, Xue 

Yuxiu was poor. Unexpectedly, at the critical moment, Xue Yuxiu could still fight to death for the son of 

her Elder Brother Luo. 

When they heard that Zhang Tie had already sprayed Xue Yuxiu’s ashes into Sunshine-Prospecting River 

at her will, they both gazed at Zhang Tie with a curious look as if there was a beautiful flower on his face. 

Stroking his face, Zhang Tie said, “Why are you looking at me this way?” 

“Your Majesty, it turns out that you treasure love and righteousness so much!” Ying Feiqiong said with a 

sigh. 

“Was I ruthless before?” 

“Of course not...” Su Haimei denied hurriedly. “But... but...” Su Haimei’s face blushed. 

“But what?” Zhang Tie asked. 

Su Haimei’s face turned redder out of shame; she even lowered her head silently as she dared not look 

into Zhang Tie’s eyes anymore. 

Zhang Tie then burst into laughter as he shifted the topic. “I forgot to ask you the whereabouts of the 

other female disciples of Yin-Yang Sect just now. Have they moved to Dragon Emperor City? What’s the 

situation facing Dragon Emperor Immortal and Dragon Emperor City these years?” 

“None of the female disciples of Yin-Yang Sect are in Dragon Emperor City.” 

“Why? Did someone in Dragon Emperor City find you trouble? When I left, I’ve already told those elders 

to take care of you!” 

“No...” Ying Feiqiong became shortly hesitant before saying, “Your Majesty, you didn’t know about the 

situation facing Dragon Emperor Big Domain and Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace over these years?” 

“I was in a bizarre place over these years, during which period, I couldn’t contact Dragon Emperor 

Immortal Palace. I’ve just come out today; therefore, I’ve not contacted Dragon Emperor Immortal 

Palace yet!” 

Zhang Tie had killed a sage-level knight the moment he exited Infinite Immortal Prison. Then, he flew 

out of Mountain Ruins and arrived here with the two women. With two living people in front of him, 

Zhang Tie didn’t need to learn about information from other places through crystal plates at all. 



Watching their slightly hesitant looks, Zhang Tie gradually became disappointed as he got a bad 

premonition, asking, “What happened to Dragon Emperor Big Domain and Dragon Emperor Immortal 

Palace over these years? Tell me about the details...” 

At Zhang Tie’s request, the two women could only tell him about what had happened in Dragon Dragon 

Immortal Palace and Dragon Emperor Big Domain over these years... 

Only after hearing for less than one minute, Zhang Tie had roared, “Sons of b*tches...” 

He then sprung up at a stroke as he released a strong fierce qi. In a split second, the bright flame 

became froze as it turned into black. The flame suddenly reached over 2 m high with a terrifying qi 

which could devour everything. When they observed the black flame carefully, they found that 

numerous dragons were rolling inside. In an instant, the entire space inside the mountain cave started 

to twist heavily. The flame seemed to burn everything in the mountain cave into ashes... 

In front of the sudden terrifying black flame, Su Haimei and Ying Feiqiong instantly felt that they were 

like two small ants at the crater of a supervolcano which was going to erupt. As long as the volcano 

erupted, it would arouse a big earthquake and they would never escape from being destroyed no matter 

how heavily they struggled. 

The two women were really scared by the black flame as they couldn’t utter any sound. 

As Zhang Tie sat down, the black flame disappeared at a stroke as the flame became as bright and warm 

as before, causing the entire mountain cave bright. They didn’t feel terrifying any more. What happened 

just now was just a hallucination and a dream. 

Zhang Tie took in a deep breath as he recovered his composure. Watching Su Haimei and Ying Feiqiong 

who had not completely recovered, Zhang Tie apologized with a smile, “I’m so sorry for frightening you 

just now. I’m fine. Let’s continue. ...” 

Chapter 1882: Shocking News 
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After staying with the two beauties in the mountain cave for a few hours and learning about the events 

in Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace and the other places of Motian Realm during the past 7 years, 

Zhang Tie became completely reassured. He didn’t lose his temper anymore; because those events had 

already happened. It was meaningless for him to lose his temper at this moment. 

As night gradually fell, the two women closed their eyes for a rest in the mountain cave due to tiredness 

after experiencing what had happened in the daytime. 

Of course, they didn’t lie down for sleep; instead, the three people found a clean location nearby the 

bonfire respectively and sat around the bonfire as they closed their eyes and adjusted their respiratory 

rates. 

Besides the warmth, the burning bonfire could also prevent some mosquitoes and insects from 

approaching them. After adding some firewoods which could burn for a bit longer period into the 

bonfire, the heat of the bonfire could last for one night. 



Zhang Tie’s location was close to the entrance of the mountain cave. The two women’s locations were 

inside the cave. They were close to each other and could easily see each other the moment they opened 

their eyes. The light of the flame could reflect on the their faces at the same time. 

Besides the three people’s long and balanced breathing sounds, there were only light cracks of burning 

firewoods in the bonfire inside the mountain cave overnight. Therefore, it felt pretty tranquil over there. 

At about 5 am, the firewoods in the bonfire finally died out before daybreak, leaving a wisp of white 

smoke. Zhang Tie opened his eyes first. 

After one night’s rest, Zhang Tie’s spiritual and physical strength hit the peak again. 

Su Haimei and Ying Feiqiong were still adjusting their respiratory rates, eyes closed. When they fought Si 

Dan yesterday, they indeed suffered a bit shock. Before closing their eyes, they both drank a vial of 

Dragon Emperor Medicament. Through one night’s adjustment, their light shock had almost been 

recovered given their respiratory rates. 

The two women had already become heavenly knights who had pretty sensitive senses. They almost 

opened their eyes at the same time the moment the bonfire died out and Zhang Tie fixated onto them. 

“Let’s go!” Zhang Tie stood up quickly as he suggested. 

The two women nodded as they stood up too. 

When the three people exited the mountain cave, they instantly flew towards the foot of the mountain. 

Yesterday, they had already negotiated with each other. Zhang Tie would return to Dragon Emperor Big 

Domain first. When the two women returned to Dragon Emperor Big Domain and settled down 

somewhere they liked, they would notice Jiang Ruoxin and Ji Yuelan to converge with them. 

The sky was still deep blue except a bit light in the eastern skyline. As heavenly knights, Su Haimei and 

Ying Feiqiong’s speed was not slower than that of average heavenly knights. However, even though they 

had exerted their utmost efforts, they were still as slow as tortoise in Zhang Tie’s eyes. 

“Sorry about that...” Feeling that the two women could move faster, Zhang Tie apologized to them 

before holding their hands and surrounding them with his protective battle qi. After that, he unfolded 

the 100-m long huge golden feathered wings behind him. In a few seconds, his speed had increased by 

more than 10 times and reached over 20,000 m per second. The two women were scared so much that 

they even exclaimed. 

Su Haimei and Ying Feiqiong were really scared. At this speed, they only felt that floating mountains 

were flashing backwards one after another beside them. Within their vision, they could reach dozens of 

miles away in the blink of an eye. The farther place was also approaching them rapidly. They had not 

even heard about such an amazing speed in Motian Realm, not to mention experience. 

Even top powers like legendary immortal emperors or demon emperors couldn’t reach over 20,000 m 

per second. 

Additionally, that pair of golden feathered wings that Zhang Tie unfolded felt nice. This was the 

strangest secret method related to flight across Motian Realm. 



They were really flying as fast as a lightning bolt... 

At such a high speed, as long as they hit something, a wind immortal general would be broken apart at a 

stroke even if he or she had protective battle qi. 

Therefore, Su Haimei and Ying Feiqiong couldn’t help grasping Zhang Tie’s hands. Additionally, the two 

women’s hands oozed sweat heavily at a stroke as their faces turned nervous. 

“Don’t worry. Relax yourselves...” Zhang Tie said as he turned his head and pinched their hands for once. 

Su Haimei and Ying Feiqiong then became slightly composed. 

“Watch out...” Some tens of thousands of meters-high floating mountains suddenly appeared in front of 

Zhang Tie. At the sight of that, the two women exclaimed out of panic in unison. 

Zhang Tie burst into laughter as he flipped his wings and penetrated through the gap between two huge 

floating mountains as fast as a lightning bolt just like performing a stunt. 

Zhang Tie moved so fast that they had seen Ice and Fiery Heavenly Wind Layer in more than 10 minutes. 

Like how a bolt penetrated through mist, Zhang Tie instantly entered the Ice and Fiery Heavenly Wind 

Layer. Only after a short while, they had came out of this layer. After that, he adjusted his direction and 

headed for Dragon Emperor Big Domain. 

As Mountain Ruins was going to open, on the way here, they met too many wind immortal generals and 

those above wind immortal generals. Many people had noticed them; however, they only saw a meteor 

driving a pair of golden feathered wings towards a direction in an unimaginable speed... 

After being shortly stunned, many powers with various backgrounds instantly transmitted what they 

had seen to the bases of their own clans, immortal palaces or sects. 

... 

——An unidentified powerhouse was flying out of Mountain Ruins; after penetrating through Ice and 

Fiery Heavenly Wind Layer, he’s heading for a human big doman. According to my judgment, it’s heading 

for the east. Attention, his speed could reach over 20,000 m per second, which is far greater than that of 

demon emperors. 

A fiery immortal general transmitted the message to Force Emperor Immortal Palace after a short 

silence. 

Almost at the same time, some superhuman forces such as Force Emperor Immortal Palace, Star 

Emperor Immortal Palace, Emperor NvWa’s Palace, even Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace which had 

been bearing trouble over the past few years had already received the similar intelligence through 

various channels. 

Many clans and other immortal palaces had received this news too. 

Flying out of Mountain Ruins——A pair of unprecedented huge golden feathered wings——a speed 

higher than that of demon emperors... 

After linking the three key points with each other, numerous people across Motian Realm, who used to 

be sensitive, were shocked. 



Before Zhang Tie returned to Dragon Emperor Big Domain, all the human forces in Motian Realm had 

been in hubbubs... 

Chapter 1883: The Change of Dragon Emperor Big Domain 
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Zhang Tie was crystal clear of the great shock that he would cause when he returned to Motian Realm 

from Mountain Ruins in this way; however, he didn’t care about it. In another way, he was making such 

great shock on purpose. Zhang Tie wanted to tell everyone among humans and demons across Motian 

Realm that he, Zhang Tie, also the incumbent Dragon Emperor was coming back aboveboard... 

Infinite Immortal Prison had disappeared yesterday. As too few people went to Mountains Plain 

recently, few people could find the change. Otherwise, this news could definitely rock the entire Motian 

Realm. 

In Motian Realm, the battle force came first. In this world, human and demon powers and immortal 

generals could only accept one thing——force. 

If one wanted to let everyone else listen to his sound quietly and respect him; if one wanted his territory 

to be safe and secure; if one wanted to protect something, he had to prove that he was very powerful. 

To make it simpler, when everyone’s head was stamped into the mud by you, they would learn how to 

raise their dirty faces from the mud and look up at your great body with a humble smile; they would 

even fear that their bodies made your shiny leather shoes dirty. 

Zhang Tie had understood this truth many years ago. However, after knowing what Dragon Emperor 

Immortal Palace had suffered during these years when he stayed in Infinite Immortal Prison, Zhang Tie 

confirmed one point——over these years in Motian Realm, he had killed too few people or powers or 

celebrities. He was not notorious or dignified enough. Therefore, many people didn’t fear him. As a 

result, during the short period of time when he was in Infinite Immortal Prison, the entire Dragon 

Emperor immortal Palace became a ripe persimmon which everyone could pinch or give a bite at their 

will. 

‘Those attackers didn’t know that I was Dragon Emperor? Of course, they knew!’ 

‘Didn’t those attackers know that Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace belonged to me? Of course, they 

knew!’ 

‘So what?’ 

When Versatile Demon Emperor raided Dragon Emperor City 7 years ago, it killed Wang Laisheng, an 

elder of Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace who was on duty in Qianji Agency and destroyed the entire 

Forbidden City, causing dozens of casualties inside Dragon Emperor City, exposing the weakness of 

Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace to the rest of Motian Realm at a stroke. 

Versatile Demon Emperor didn’t raid Dragon Emperor City only once; instead, thrice. During the eight 

months since Zhang Tie entered Infinite Immortal Prison, Versatile Demon Emperor raided Dragon 



Emperor City for 3 times, causing great losses to Dragon Emperor City and stamping the entire Dragon 

Emperor Immortal Palace into the mud pit. 

Versatile Demon Emperor thought that it could access to Dragon Emperor City, killing people and setting 

fires in Dragon Emperor City whenever it wanted. The false appearance that an immortal emperor was 

on the back of Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace that Zhang Tie tried his best to fabricate was torn apart 

by Versatile Demon Emperor in a way which was close to humiliation. 

Versatile Demon Emperor was telling everyone in its own action: Dragon Emperor who had disappeared 

over 900 years was actually dead. The dragon emperor that appeared in Dragon Emperor City was just a 

fake one. Zhang Tie was just a wind immortal who stole the throne of Dragon Emperor using a trick. 

Even Zhang Tie himself had died in the Infinite Immortal Prison. Additionally, Zhang Tie was from 

another world; instead of Motian Realm. 

In Motian Realm, if an emperor-level immortal palace which occupied a big domain was suddenly 

supposed to be ruled by a person who didn’t have really great battle force or even lose its owner, its 

outcome could be imagined. 

When Versatile Demon Emperor raided Dragon Emperor City for the third time and retreated safe and 

sound, another great force in Broken Stars Sea called Black Blood Alliance finally couldn’t wait to charge 

at Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace. 

Closely followed by some throne-level immortal palaces, Star Emperor Immortal Palace and the other 

ambitious forces and powers from the rest of Motian Realm... 

In front of such greedy and powerful opponents, Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace which had lost its 

owner and lacked morale kept collapsing time and time again. In only a few years, Dragon Emperor Big 

Domain had become a piece of flesh that all the other forces were scrambling for. As a result, the size of 

the region under the control of Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace soon shrank to 1/5 of that before. 

They could only linger on with their last breath of lives. 

In many people’s eyes, Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace had already fallen. It was only lingering on with 

its last breath of life. This powerful immortal palace would soon be forgotten by the others like many 

other immortal palaces which had collapsed in the history of Motian Realm. 

The latest example was Rune Emperor Immortal Palace. Now it came to Dragon Emperor Immortal 

Palace. 

History and destiny had great inertia, which didn’t change with one’s will on many occasions. If Dragon 

Emperor Immortal Palace was taken as an edifice, it had been heavily damaged before Zhang Tie came 

to Motian Realm. The huge pillars of the edifice had long been broken. The edifice was going to fall 

soon. Zhang Tie tried his best to find a pivot point and support this edifice in case that it further tilted. 

He even attempted to slowly help it stand straight and become as prosperous and brilliant as before by 

fixing those broken parts in the edifice. 

If he were in another environment or had enough time, Zhang Tie might really make it. Pitifully, he was 

in Motian Realm where Versatile Demon Emperor wouldn’t spare any time to him; nor would the other 

demons. Those ambitious people who had long been casting greedy eyes on the resources, land and 

population of Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace wouldn’t spare any time to Zhang Tie either. 



Therefore, when the news that Zhang Tie “died” in the Infinite Immortal Prison, the entire Dragon 

Emperor Immortal Palace went back to the former track of destiny facing the great inertia of history. 

Unavoidably, it fell to the ground heavily and was stomped by numerous big feet and could barely pick 

itself up anymore. From then on, it could only be completely disintegrated... 

The historical inertia didn’t change; however, the result seemed to be a bit different. 

Because of the appearance of Zhang Tie, two elders of Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace were 

recognized as moles of Dark Emperor Immortal Palace and cleaned up; Dragon Teeth Army was founded 

and was in the hands of those who were loyal to Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace. Additionally, Dragon 

Emperor Immortal Palace was able to produce Dragon Emperor Medicament which was popular across 

Motian Realm. Zhang Tie even asked Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace to establish close cooperation 

with Emperor NvWa’s Palace; furthermore, Zhang Tie unveiled the conspiracy of Dark Emperor Immortal 

Palace and Versatile Demon Emperor and made great contributions to all the humans in Motian Realm. 

Zhang Tie’s performance in the battle outside Infinite Immortal Prison 7 years ago even won the favor of 

Force Emperor. 

Because of these differences, Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace which had fallen to the ground and was 

bleeding weakly while being besieged by packs of wolves could still maintain its last breath and 1/5 of 

the territory of Dragon Emperor Big Domain; instead of being completely disintegrated. A lot of 

immortal generals of Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace were still defending Dragon Emperor City so that 

Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace’s banner could still sway in the air above Dragon Emperor City; instead 

of falling to the ground... 

This was the current situation facing Dragon Emperor Big Domain. 

After leaving Mountain Ruins, the fierce intent that Zhang Tie had been controlling for one night finally 

surged in his heart like a billowy tide. 

Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace belonged to Zhang Tie or Dragon Emperor. It had a special meaning in 

Zhang Tie’s heart. Given the four words that Dragon Emperor left, Zhang Tie would never allow Dragon 

Emperor Immortal Palace to be disintegrated and stained. 

This time, he had to make a massacre. He had to ensure that nobody dared cast greedy eyes on Dragon 

Emperor Immortal Palace after leaving Motian Realm for 1,000 years. 

... 

Since Zhang Tie left Mountain Ruins, the route from the bottom of Ice and Fire Heavenly Wind Layer to 

Dragon Emperor Big Domain was a straight slant which was longer than 300,000 miles. Over half a 

month ago, it almost took Su Haimei and Ying Feiqiong 18 days to travel about 200,000 miles before 

arriving at the bottom of Ice and Fire Heavenly Wind Layer. However, it only took Zhang Tie and them 

over 6 hours to finish 300,000 miles this time. 

They left Mountain Ruins before daybreak; however, over 6 hours later, they had already arrived at 

Dragon Emperor Big Domain. When they arrived at the air zone above Dragon Emperor Big Domain, 

they found the sun was still hanging high over the sky, even half an hour before lunch. 



When Su Haimei and Ying Feiqiong saw Dragon Emperor Big Domain below, they almost didn’t believe in 

their eyes. 

Zhang Tie was always silent. When they arrived at Dragon Emperor Big Domain, he asked the two 

women a question. 

“I remember there’re two big cities in the west of Dragon Emperor Big Domain, Weststart City and 

Dragonsea City. You said that Black Blood Alliance had already occupied the large area in the west of 

Dragon Emperor Big Domain near Brokenstars Sea with the banner of Black Blood Immortal Palace, do 

you know where the headquarters of Black Blood Immortal Palace is in, Weststart City or Dragonsea 

City?” 

“It’s in Dragonsea City!” Su Haimei answered, “But Dragonsea City has been renamed as Blackblood 

City!” 

“How many supreme immortal generals are in Black Blood Alliance?” 

“Two. They’re Two Blackblood Sages who presided over Black Blood Alliance before. They’re now called 

Left and Right Immortal Kings of Black Blood Immortal Palace...” 

“Are they always in Dragonsea City?” 

“Yes, they are!” Su Haimei nodded as she added,”Previously, all the immortal generals who joined Black 

Blood Alliance were evil criminals. They stayed in Brokenstars Sea and robbed airboats. Later on, they 

directly took Brokenstars Sea as their territory and asked tolls from airboats or asked them to submit 

2/10 of goods and wealth to them. Besides immortal palaces, they ignored ordinary major clans. Since 

they occupied the large area in the west of Dragon Emperor Big Domain, Two Blackblood Sages had 

been said to convene their subordinate immortal generals for carnivals, drinks and sex all day long in the 

immortal palace in an extremely luxurious way...” 

“That’s great!” Zhang Tie revealed a bone-chilling smile as he added, “Hopefully, all the b*stards are 

gathering together in case of trouble...” As he said, Zhang Tie had already adjusted his direction and flew 

straightly towards Dragonsea City. 

Chapter 1884: Release and Refusal 

 

Zhang Tie’s resolute deed startled Su Haimei and Ying Feiqiong. Previously, they thought that Zhang Tie 

would go back to Dragon Emperor City first; unexpectedly, Zhang Tie directly flew towards Dragonsea 

City in the west of Dragon Emperor Big Domain. It seemed that he was going to clean up all the powers 

in Black Blood Immortal Palace... 

“Ah? Two Blackblood Sages are both supreme immortal generals. After occupying a large area in the 

west of Dragon Emperor Big Domain, Black Blood Immortal Palace have received more and more 

immortal generals over recent years. Are you going there alone...” Su Haimei asked Zhang Tie out of 

concern as she watched him... 

“Yea, Two Blackblood Sages promoted to supreme immortal generals much earlier than Si Dan. They 

have been running amuck for many years in Motian Realm. Over those years when they settled in 



Brokenstars Sea, they had gathered a lot of desperadoes. Besides emperor-level immortal palaces, none 

of the ordinary immortal palaces dared offend them!” Ying Feiqiong revealed more information to 

Zhang Tie while persuading him to not do that alone. 

Although the two women had seen how Zhang Tie killed Si Dan yesterday and found that Si Dan was 

greatly dwarfed in front of him; they knew that a supreme-level immortal general could never match the 

battle force of two supreme-level immortal generals. Two Blackblood Sages were much more famous 

than Si Dan in Motian Realm; not to mention that they had many subordinates. If their subordinates 

formed big battle formations, they might restrict or threaten Zhang Tie. n𝔬𝓋𝑒(𝐥𝔅(1n 

“If you worry about me, you could leave here first. Find a place to reunite with Jiang Ruoxin and Ji 

Yuelan. I will go to Dragonsea City alone. After solving Black Blood Alliance, I will go to Five Elements 

Immortal Palace and the other places!” Zhang Tie said calmly after taking a look at Su Haimei and Ying 

Feiqing. 

“Feiqiong and I belong to Yin-Yang Sect and dislike to fight others; however, Your Majesty, after saving 

our lives twice, do you think that we’re afraid of death, having no concept of appreciation or couldn’t 

shoulder any responsibility?” Su Haimei suddenly watched Zhang Tie with watery eyes. 

Ying Feiqiong also bit her lip tightly and said with a resolute look, “Now that Your Majesty regards us as 

such kind of people, please let us go. We will repay for your help in another way for sure; in the worst-

case scenario, we will give our lives back to you. What do you think about it, Haimei...” 

“Feiqiong is right. We will leave right now...” 

Su Haimei said as she exchanged a glance with Ying Feiqiong. They then intended to get rid of Zhang Tie. 

However, no matter how they struggled, they still couldn’t get rid of Zhang Tie’s grips. Even though their 

faces turned red, they still couldn’t change Zhang Tie’s movement a bit like how two ants tried to shake 

a huge tree. 

Zhang Tie didn’t know that his casual words could cause the two women to make such a great response. 

Given their looks, if they were really released, they would probably return their lives to him. Zhang Tie 

would never allow that to happen... 

“Your Majesty, please let Feiqiong and I go; please let us go...” Su Haimei turned around and urged 

coldly without looking at him. 

“Your Majesty...” Ying Feiqiong stared at Zhang Tie as her voice turned serious at once. 

“Well, I will let you go...” Zhang Tie said calmly after rolling his eyes for a short while. Then, he loosened 

his grip. 

After hearing Zhang Tie’s words and feeling that Zhang Tie had loosened his grip, Su Haimei suddenly 

held her breath. Closely after that, she had a sharp heartache. It felt strange. She felt like losing 

something. Therefore, her tears came out at a stroke. She then turned around so that her tears couldn’t 

be seen by Zhang Tie. 

Ying Feiqiong’s face turned pale at once the moment Zhang Tie let her go. Meanwhile, she felt empty 

and frustrated like losing something. Even the surrounding sky became empty in an instant. 



The two women gnashed their teeth as they intended to fly away from Zhang Tie. 

But... 

Even though Zhang Tie had already loosened his grips, his battle qi still covered the two women like a 

huge protective cover. Therefore, the two women continued to fly with Zhang Tie just like before. 

Previously, the three people were sitting in a row. Zhang Tie was sitting in the middle while holding their 

hands. Even though he loosened his grips, he was still sitting together with them in the plane. They had 

to stay with Zhang Tie unless they could jump off the airplane... 

Similarly, only when they broke Zhang Tie’s protective battle qi could they leave him. However, after 

struggling for a while, Su Haimei and Ying Feiqiong found that they could move freely in Zhang Tie’s 

protective battle qi. His protective battle qi was like air near them. They almost couldn’t sense its 

existence. However, the periphery of his protective battle qi was irresistible which couldn’t be moved at 

all no matter how they pushed, scratched, bit; Ying Feiqiong even hit his protective battle by palm for a 

few times. Ying Feiqiong also hit it for a few times at her full efforts; however, they received no response 

at all just like throwing some mushrooms onto a heap of stones. 

Su Haimei also hit Zhang Tie’s protective battle qi by palm for a few times; however, she received the 

same result. 

“Your Majesty, please open your protective battle qi and let Haimei and I go...” Ying Feiqiong asked 

Zhang Tie helplessly again when she found that she couldn’t break Zhang Tie’s protective battle qi. 

“I’m sorry. I’m flying at a high speed. In the process of executing this secret skill, I have to keep my 

protective battle qi...” Zhang Tie said solemnly while he looked forward. 

“Your Majesty, please wait for a second...” 

“I’m in a hurry...” 

“Your Majesty, when will you let us go?” Ying Feiqiong asked Zhang Tie while gnashing her teeth. 

“I’m sorry. I might be very busy for a long period. I have to chop off many heads. Therefore, I cannot 

stop releasing my protective battle qi even a second; otherwise, I might be in danger. You two have to 

continue to follow me...” Zhang Tie continued to talk nonsense but with a serious look. 

Ying Feiqiong and Su Haimei finally understood that Zhang Tie didn’t want them to leave at all. He was 

just fooling them from the start. The two women could never escape even though their hands were let 

go of by Zhang Tie. In an instant, they felt sweet, bitter, angry and warm. They didn’t know whether to 

laugh or cry. 

“Your Majesty... Your Majesty, how could you be so... so shameless...” Su Haimei instantly turned 

around and stared at Zhang Tie, breasts undulating, out of fury and excitement. Additionally, her slightly 

pale cheeks turned pretty red with some tears. 

“Now that you’re on my boat, don’t expect to leave it any more...” Zhang Tie burst out laughing as he 

reached out his hands and put his arms around their slender waists in a domineering way. 

“Ah...” Su Haimei and Ying Feiqiong exclaimed in unison out of shock. Closely after that, they wanted to 

get rid of his arms; however, Zhang Tie’s arms and palms only told them that it was irresistible. 



Watching Su Haimei’s slightly open mouth due to shock, Zhang Tie instantly kissed her; closely after 

that, Zhang Tie turned around and kissed Ying Feiqiong’s mouth too. 

The two women stopped struggling anymore. When they realized what had happened, their faces 

turned red at once... 

Sometimes, the action was indeed more useful than everything else. 

After half a minute, as the elder sister, Su Haimei finally gnashed her teeth and glared at Zhang Tie with 

a furious and humiliated look before saying, “Your Majesty, you’re excessive!” 

Zhang Tie didn’t explain it to them; instead, he just said in an indisputable tone, “The following battles 

don’t suit you. You’d better wait for me in Dragon Emperor City. If you dare run about, watch out your 

buttocks...” 

Closely after the word “buttocks”, the two women felt that Zhang Tie had lightly patted their plump 

buttocks. Without any omen, the two women instantly became free. However, Zhang Tie had already 

arrived tens of thousands of meters away like a golden light. Only after a few flashes, he had 

disappeared in their eyes. 

The two women were in a daze. Watching the direction where Zhang Tie was heading for with confusing 

looks, they became silent for quite a while. 

“Haimei...” Ying Feiqiong broke the silence as she touched the place which was kissed by Zhang Tie and 

felt her face becoming warm. After taking a careful look at Su Haimei, she asked with a complex mood, 

“Erm... are... we... going to Dragon Emperor City?” 

Chapter 1885: In Blackblood City 

 

When Zhang Tie was flying towards Dragonsea City, Dragonsea City or Blackblood City was as same as 

usual. Nobody had felt that a fierce battle god was coming. 

Blackblood Alliance had been renamed as Blackblood Immortal Palace; however, the members of 

Blackblood Alliance maintained their temperaments as bandits. Previously, Blackblood Alliance occupied 

Brokenstars Sea where Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace, Star Emperor immortal Palace and Force 

Emperor Immortal Palace didn’t care. With Two Blackblood Sages on their back, Blackblood Alliance 

tyrannically abused their power in Brokenstars Sea and took in many fearless bandits. They set passes 

there and formed a local force. Almost nobody dared offend them. Even ordinary immortal palaces 

didn’t want to clash against them. 

A few years ago, as Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace was heavily damaged and Dark Emperor Immortal 

Palace were causing turmoils in Motian Realm, Blackblood Alliance invaded Dragon Emperor Big Domain 

under the leaderships of Two Blackblood Sages. After defeating the garrisons of Dragon Emperor 

Immortal Palace, they instantly occupied a large area of land and over 100 cities in the west of Dragon 

Emperor Big Domain. As a result, Blackblood Alliance promoted to Blackblood Immortal Palace. 

In the beginning, Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace assigned Dragon Teeth Army and powerhouses to 

suppress the alien force. Pitifully, before the army of Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace arrived, more 



and more forces and immortal palaces had started to invade Dragon Emperor Big Domain while widely 

opening their bloody mouths and exposing their fangs. As a result, Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace 

could barely cope with them and gradually became weak due to great losses. After a few years, Dragon 

Emperor Immortal Palace couldn’t even preserve itself facing so many hungry wolves and tigers. They 

were unable to make effective counterattacks to Blackblood Alliance which had two supreme-level 

immortal generals and take back their land and cities anymore. As a result, Blackblood Alliance became 

more blatant and unscrupulous in the land and cities of Dragon Emperor Big Domain where they 

occupied. 

In the cities that they occupied, those fearless bandits of Blackblood Alliance had intruded the mansions 

and assets of influential clans. Those lucky rich people had been driven away naked and became poor 

overnight. As for those unfortunate rich people, the immortal generals of Blackblood Alliance directly 

killed those men and became the lords themselves; besides occupying their mansions and properties, 

they even kept their wives, concubines and daughters. 

After Blackblood Alliance arrived there, dead people could be discovered in the rivers outside the cities 

every day. Those ruffians and scoundrels who were beaten and sworn like mice passing the streets 

inside the cities or put behind upon bars joined Blackblood Immortal Palace and found their reliances. 

Closely after that, they all became local dignitary and lived a well-off life assuming the authorities of 

immortal generals of Blackblood Alliance as their own. At the same time, they imitated their superiors 

and started to be tyrannical in cities too. In only a few years, few women in brilliant clothes could be 

seen on the streets of Dragonsea City in the daytime. Even though some women were on the streets, 

they only lowered their heads and trotted. If they had to raise their heads, they would cover their faces 

and hair with dust and soil in case of being robbed away... 

Previously, Dragonsea City was one of the biggest city in the west of Dragon Emperor Big Domain. The 

entire city and its surrounding areas contained over 22 million people. The city was pretty prosperous. 

However, after being occupied by Blackblood Alliance for only a few years, the city had gradually 

become sluggish. 

Even so, the powers of Blackblood Alliance still didn’t stop enjoying themselves. These fearless immortal 

generals and bandits lived in a humble abode in the cold and hard environment of Brokenstars Sea 

before; after occupying such a big city, of course, they would relax as if they wanted to compensate the 

former “losses”. 

At noon, those fearless bandits of Blackblood Alliance had already gathered in the original location of 

Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace again. They were holding a grand and luxurious banquet where they 

were exclaiming and drinking heartily like what they usually did in Brokenstars Sea... 

The former solemn Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace in Dragonsea City had already changed its look. 

The statue of Dragon Emperor standing in the hall which covered over 10,000 square meters had long 

been broken into pieces and thrown away; they were replaced by two wholly-new statues of Two 

Blackblood Sages who were both higher than 20 m. The entire hall was resplendent and magnificent. 

The fountain in the hall was spurting out quality liquor; the singers and dancers were top beauties; even 

those mermaids serving yummy food were beauties in semi-transparent yarn skirt. 



At this moment, Two Blackblood Sages were sitting behind the tables in front of their own statues and 

drinking while squinting their subordinates drinking heartily and exclaiming madly. 

Saber Sage was sitting before his statue on the left of the end of the hall. In black Samurai robe, he 

looked like a crazy lion featured by hawk nose, tall frame, silver hair, rugged and flamboyant look. 

Meanwhile, a cold light flashed across his eyes every once in a while. 

The one who was sitting behind the table over 10 m away from Saber Sage was Sword Sage. Compared 

to Saber Sage’s rugged and flamboyant look, Sword Sage in white robe looked like a decent and well-

preserved middle-aged scholar. There was not even a wrinkle on Sword Sage’s face. His fair and slim 

fingers which were holding a glass made many women feel ashamed of their own inferiority. 

Sword Sage and Saber Sage were their nicknames. As for their true names, very few people knew that 

after they gradually established Blackblood Alliance. 

In the hall, immortal generals directly jumped into the dance pool and caught a dancer and drew her 

back to their own table every once in a while. Closely after that, they guffawed and made a cup of liquor 

before pouring it into the woman’s mouth. Meanwhile, they started to gnaw and lick her breast crazily. 

Additionally, soon after some mermaids served dishes, they had been caught by someone on their side 

and pressed down. Closely after that, they started to fumble crazily in her skirt... 

Among their guffaws, the hall was filled with women’s exclamations from time to time as if many devils 

were dancing in riotous revelry. 

However, there wasn’t any woman beside the Two Blackblood Sages. From the beginning, their eyes had 

been calm and cold. They just drank quietly as if nobody was in front of them. 

Two Blackblood Sages were always like that. Therefore, they could win the admiration of so many 

fearless bandits. 

When Saber Sage looked at Sword Sage for the third time, gentle Sword Sage finally drank up the glass 

of liquor. Closely after that, he flicked his glass by finger, causing a clear “buzz”, which covered all the 

other sounds in the hall. Those immortal generals who were drinking heartily, guffawing crazily and 

burying their heads in the breasts of women gradually became quiet together with those musicians and 

women who were singing and dancing. A few seconds later, the boisterous hall was in dead silence. 

n𝓸𝑣𝔢-𝑳𝗯-In 

“Jia Zhang, how many people escaped away from Dragonsea City last month?” Sword Sage asked kindly 

as he looked at a nearby tall, thin and black-faced wind immortal general who had just drawn his hand 

back from inside the skirt of a quivering maid. 

“247 people escaped away from Dragonsea City last month. We’ve already caught 218 of them. 29 

people are still missing. However, they can never escape away from the territory of Blackblood Immortal 

Palace. We might be able to catch all of them in a couple of days,” the wind immortal general said as he 

licked his lips. 

“How do you cope with those whom you’ve caught back?” 

The wind immortal general named Jia Zhang grinned grimly and terrifyingly, exposing his metal teeth. 

“I’ve decapitated all of them and hung them over the city gate. 16 of them had family members. I 



decapitated their family members too. Some of them were decapitated together with their neighbors. 

I’ve chopped off 687 people’s heads in total. I believe these heads could scare many people...” 

“Not bad. Not bad!” Sword Sage nodded with a smile. After making a glass of drink for himself, he raised 

his glass and said, “Thanks for your help...” 

All the other immortal generals hurriedly responded to him by raising their glasses and bottomed up 

their glasses at a stroke. 

“How are you living these years after you came to Dragon Emperor Big Domain?” Sword Sage asked 

them with a smile. 

“Haha, needless to say, we’ve got drink and meat. We could have as many beauties as we want. We’re 

living much better than those days in Brokenstars Sea...” 

“Last night, I found 6 more beautiful virgins and played with them all night. Pitifully, two of them died. 

Hahaha...” 

“I’m living better. When I saw a mansion that I liked, I would rush inside and kill all the men. Then, I 

would have all the women, properties and servants. Those people had to serve me like how they served 

those men before. Heh, heh, heh, these rich people are really luxurious...” 

Those subordinates started to reminisce about their “good days”. 

“Not bad, not bad!” Sword Sage nodded as he asked, “Do you want to continue or not...” 

“Of course...” 

“Jerks don’t like that...” 

“Did we mistreat you these years?” Sword Sage continued. 

“Never!” 

“Why did you say that?” 

“Your Majesty, what are you talking about? If I hear anyone say that Your Majesty mistreated him, I will 

chop off his head immediately...” 

“Sigh, but I’m afraid that we cannot continue to live on like this for long...” Sword Sage suddenly said 

with a deep sigh. 

“Ah? Is Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace going to launch counterattacks? How dare they do that? Even 

if they intend to do that, dare they fight Blackblood Immortal Palace?” 

“F*ck, Your Majesty, why not occupy Dragon Emperor City? If all the survivors of Dragon Emperor 

Immortal Palace are killed, they will not dare to find troubles any more...” 

“It’s not that Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace doesn’t want us to live well. After a short period of time, 

the core of Mountain Ruins will be opened. On that day, supreme-level immortal generals would enter 

the core of Mountain Ruins. If someone could drink Nine-Heavens Immortal Spring, they’re going to 



promote to immortal emperors soon. By then, if there are a couple of more immortal emperors in 

Motian Realm; I’m afraid that we will not be able to live such well...” 

“Ah, but why?” 

“Think about it. As long as new immortal emperors appear, the pattern of human forces in Motian 

Realm will be changed. Will the new immortal emperors abandon such a huge piece of cake of Dragon 

Emperor Big Domain? We’ve already occupied such a large area in the west of Dragon Emperor Big 

Domain. It’s difficult for other human forces to not cast greedy eyes on this area...” 

“As long as Your Majesty could drink Nine-Heavens Immortal Spring and promote to immortal emperors, 

won’t the entire Dragon Emperor Big Domain will belong to us?” a smart immortal general instantly said. 

“Even if we could drink Nine-Heavens Immortal Spring, due to the constant loss of population of 

Blackblood Immortal Palace, we would barely win the favor of those commoners. On this occasion, how 

could we promote to immortal emperors? What should we do to prevent those followers of Blackblood 

Immortal Palace from escaping and let them be loyal to Blackblood Immortal Palace?” Sword Sage said 

as he stroked the glass by two fingers and watched those fearless immortal generals with a smile... 

Watching the faint smile of Sword Sage, all the fearless immortal generals in the hall felt their hearts 

palpitating once. Those smart ones instantly got the meaning of Sword Sage after taking a look at Saber 

Sage who remained silent beside Sword Sage. Closely after that, they all trembled once due to fear... 

The atmosphere in the hall turned cold gradually... 

Chapter 1886: Two Blackblood Sages 

 

Two Black Blood Sages were both crystal clear that they had to promote to immortal emperors if they 

wanted to further improve their cultivation base and reach their heyday. 

If they wanted to promote to immortal emperors, they must drink Nine Heavens Immortal Spring and 

win the support of a large population. 

Two Black Blood Sages were both fierce and ambitious people. They knew that bandits could help them 

conquer the world; however, bandits couldn’t help them manage the world. Needless to say, all the 

other immortal generals in Black Blood Alliance were dauntless bandits except for saber sage and sword 

sage. They could stimulate these people to help them occupy the vast land in the west of Dragon 

Emperor Big Domain in chaos with extravagant material and sexual support and maintain their high 

morality in the same means so that they could follow their orders; however after Black Blood Alliance 

became Black Blood Immortal Palace and Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace was going to perish instead 

of further competing with them, the overall situation facing Dragon Emperor Big Domain gradually 

stabilized. Therefore, Two Black Blood Sages got another plan. 

After a few months, the core of Mountain Ruins would open. It meant a rare opportunity for all the 

supreme-level immortal generals and supreme-level demon generals across Motian Realm to promote 

to immortal emperors that they would have to wait for another 360 years if they missed it. Even 

supreme-level immortal generals’ life expectancy only contained a few 360 years. Who could guarantee 

that they could still stay alive for another 360 years? Although supreme-level immortal generals could 



live a bit longer than those below, even immortal emperors and demon emperors would die in Motian 

Realm, not to mention the death of supreme-level immortal generals. 

Therefore, on this occasion, if their subordinates were still so presumptuous in their own territory and 

forced all the commoners in their territory to escape away; instead of attracting more population, 

undoubtedly, it would be a long way for them to promote to immortal emperors even though they could 

drink Nine Heavens Immortal Spring. 

Gradually, those subordinates had already become their obstacles on their way towards immortal 

emperors. However, without these people’s help, Two Black Blood Sages could barely manage Black 

Blood Immortal Palace. 

This was one reason that Two Black Blood Sages convened the backbones of Blackblood City here. It 

seemed that Two Black Blood Sages were preparing for a showdown with their subordinates. 

It was not their temporary decision but the final decision that Two Blood Sages made after carefully 

analyzing the current situation and intelligence about Motian Realm and Dragon Emperor Big Domain. 3 

years ago, the two people had already got such a plan. However, the situation facing Dragon Emperor 

Big Domain was not that clear at that time and they still needed these people’s help; therefore, Two 

Black Blood Sages connived these people’s wanton deeds at that time. But now, it was time for them to 

make changes. 

It was not because Two Black Blood Sages were merciful, but out of their demands. 

The atmosphere in the hall cold down at once. 

None of those who could promote to immortal generals were idiots. Those who could survive in 

Brokenstars Sea and take root in Black Blood Alliance were all smart. Although Sword Sage was talking 

to them with a smile, his tone sounded like venting his grievances. When they recalled the terrifying 

means that Two Black Blood Sages used in Brokenstars Sea, many dauntless bandits who had followed 

them for many years felt bone-chilling at once. 

Over these years, none of those who were in the way of the two people could survive. They even lived 

as good as dead. All of them knew the outcome of becoming the steppingstone of Two Black Blood 

Sages. 

... 

“Pah...” A clear and loud clap suddenly sounded in the quiet hall, which attracted everyone’s attention. 

The immortal general who said that he would kill the men, and occupy all the women, properties and 

servants inside the mansion whichever he liked was slapping his face ferociously. Watching the others’ 

response, he raised his hand and slapped the other cheek forcefully again. At the same time, he started 

to condemn himself with great hatred and regret. 

“I’m a jerk... I’m a jerk... I’m really a jerk. I’m not a human. Over these years, I only thought about 

enjoying myself; instead of considering the situation facing Your Majesties. I was happy; however, I 

destroyed Your Majesties’ good reputation of being merciful to people... wuh... wuh... I’ve not imagined 

that Your Majesties preferred to face troubles yourselves rather than displeasing our brothers... I, Wu 

Sansi, swear to correct all of my mistakes. I would always consider Your Majesties’ feelings... I will leave 



that mansion today and enter secluded cultivation for one year... Later on, if I still dare be so wanton 

and destroy Your Majesties’ reputation, please chop off my head...” 

This immortal general called Wu Sansi was really speaking sincerely. As he spoke, he started to burst 

into tears. After slapping himself, he even hammered his chest by punch. A prodigal became good... 

Watching Wu Sansi’s look, all the others in the hall ‘woke up’ at once. 

“Ah, I’m also a jerk. After coming back, I will send back those women whom my subordinates gifted me a 

few days ago...” Another dauntless bandit started to slap himself. 

“Me too. Me too. I won’t take the business group anymore. I won’t take it... I cannot destroy Your 

Majesties’ good reputation of being merciful to people...” One more bandit condemned himself with a 

grieved look. 

“What we’ve done over these years indeed brought too many troubles to Your Majesties and made Your 

Majesties disgraced. After coming back, I will order my subordinates to not disturb commoners 

anymore,” another one said seriously. 

“Hmm, we indeed have chopped off too many heads. Sigh, we will try not to do that in the future. We 

cannot destroy Your Majesties’ good reputation of being merciful to people...” Jia Zhang who showed 

off how many heads had he chopped off just now also became charitable at this moment. 

The hall was in hubbubs at once as all of them determined to correct their mistakes and make a fresh 

start in life for the sake of the good reputation of His Majesties... 

When they almost finished their words, Sword Sage lightly coughed twice, causing them to gradually 

become quiet. 

Sword Sage watched them and said with a smile, “Good, brothers, I’ve borne your words in mind. Just 

let the bygones be bygones. But from today on, hopefully, you could act on what you said. Brothers, 

you’ve already got aromatic drinks and beauties, wealth and mansions. You can enjoy them whenever 

you want at home; however, we have to follow some rules. Even though those cities and regions 

occupied by demons have to comply with rules. Even demons won’t behave without restraint, not to 

mention us. Additionally, when Saber Sage and I promote to immortal emperors, brothers, you will have 

a much brighter future than now. By then, you can have as many element crystals as you want and have 

female immortal generals serve you easily too...” 

“Yea, Your Majesty is wise...” 

“Yea, as long as Your Majesties promote to immortal emperors, which immortal palace could defeat us 

in Motian Realm? Even though Force Emperor Immortal Palace or Star Emperor Immortal Palace 

couldn’t defeat us. They only have one immortal emperor; however, we have two; haha, by then, the 

entire Dragon Emperor Big Domain will belong to us. Black Blood Immortal Palace will be the No. 1 

immortal palace among humans...” 

“Right, I’ve not played a female immortal general yet. It’s said that female immortal generals are pretty 

special on bed which could never be matched by ordinary women. I will follow Your Majesties only for 

this reason and wait for Your Majesties to promote to immortal emperors...” 



Those dauntless bandits instantly changed their faces and started to look forward to the nice lives in the 

future... 

Sword Sage burst out laughing as he said, “3 days later, Black Blood Immortal Palace will officially deliver 

36 disciplines and 72 articles. Brothers, hopefully, you could comply with them strictly. We will enjoy the 

banquet for another 3 days here. Brothers, you can enjoy everything here like before. But 3 days later, 

when you leave here, you should follow the rules...” n𝚘𝗏𝐞-𝓁𝑏.In 

Sword Sage then clapped his hands twice as two teams of slender beauties in chiffon walked in from the 

side door of the hall. 

After hearing that they could enjoy everything here for another 3 days, all the dauntless bandits’ eyes 

turned green again. Only after a short while, the entire hall had been foul and filled with women’s 

exclamations and men’s guffaws... 

The secret method that Saber Sage cultivated requested him to remain silent. If he opened his mouth, 

his secret method would be 30% weaker. He had remained silent for so many years. Therefore, Saber 

Sage just listened to their talks aside just now. 

Sword Sage took his glass as he looked at Saber Sage. Saber Sage then also took his glass. The two 

people then smiled at each other as if everything was under their control! 

... 

If Zhang Tie was already dead, Black Blood Immortal Palace might really become a major force in Motian 

Realm and the Two Black Blood Sages might really stand in the peak of Motian Realm given the 

ferocious and powerful means of Saber Sage and Sword Sage. By then, who else could remember what 

these bandits had done over these years? Who would those innocent souls appeal to? Who could prove 

the dark and terror facing the western region of Dragon Emperor Big Domain under the control of Black 

Blood Immortal Palace over these years? Perhaps the good reputation that Two Black Blood Sages were 

merciful to people might really spread over Motian Realm and numerous people would really admire 

them by then. Meanwhile, these dauntless bandits gathering here would be promoted quickly in their 

official career... 

In the history, too many powers and overlords had to experience this process. Few of them were clean; 

none of them were born to be immortal emperors or overlook the others. 

Pitifully, Zhang Tie had arrived at Dragonsea City at this moment... 

Chapter 1887: Punish Evil-doers and Forgive the Kind-Hearted People 

 

“Stop, who are you...” When those immortal generals of Black Blood Immortal Palace were in the 

carnival, a team of lackeys of Black Blood Immortal Palace patrolling in the sky over 60 miles away from 

Dragonsea City stopped Zhang Tie. 

In the eyes of commoners, this team of people was elites of Black Blood Immortal Palace. It was 

composed of one fierce immortal general and over 50 LV 12-LV 15 immortal soldiers. Patrolling in the 

sky in metal wings, they were the sentries in the periphery of Black Blood City. Most of the people 



escaping away from Black Blood City would be caught by them and sent back into the city for 

decapitation. 

Of course, in Zhang Tie’s eyes, they were just ants of Two Black Blood Sages, even though their head was 

a fierce immortal general. 

Zhang Tie had discovered them from 600 miles away. Of course, they were unable to stop Zhang Tie 

given their weak battle force. However, Zhang Tie stopped on purpose because he could get first-hand 

information of Black Blood Immortal Palace from these people. 

Zhang Tie glanced over the 50-odd people. He found all of their metal wings were as same as that of 

Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace. There supposed to be a mark of Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace on 

their left chest armor; however, that mark had been replaced by a strange mark of Black Blood Immortal 

Palace that Zhang Tie had not seen. Needless to say, these metal wings were “booties” that Black Blood 

Alliance acquired from the cities of Dragon Emperor Immortal in the west region of Dragon Emperor Big 

Domain... 

Watching those ants of Black Blood Immortal Palace in the metal wings of Dragon Emperor Immortal 

Palace, Zhang Tie felt complex at once. 

Zhang Tie just stood in the air without metal wings. Evidently, he was at least a wind immortal general. 

As a result, those ants of Black Blood Immortal Palace dared not attack Zhang Tie; instead, they all 

watched Zhang Tie with amazement. 

Zhang Tie’s young look as a 17-year old teenager and his domineering qi field caused the team of ants to 

feel their heart pounding heavily. However, when they thought about Two Black Blood Sages and so 

many immortal generals on their back, they all became a bit confident. Few people dared offend Black 

Blood Immortal Palace within Dragon Emperor Big Domain. 

“It’s the periphery of Blackblood City. Friend, are you going to Blackblood City? If you’re, please tell us 

your name and your purpose here!” the fierce immortal general asked Zhang Tie in an imposing manner 

as he flew towards Zhang Tie. 

The fierce immortal general was at his 30’s. He was short and fat. With a scar on his face, he looked a bit 

grim and brutal. 

“You’re an immortal general of Black Blood Immortal General?” Zhang Tie asked calmly as he watched 

the fierce immortal general who was approaching him. 

“Yes, I...” 

“Break...” 

Zhang Tie pointed at the fierce immortal general and blew up his body before the latter finished his 

words like bursting a bubble. The fierce immortal general exploded together with his metal wings and 

fell off. 

The 50-odd people hundreds of meters away were all shocked greatly. Even the earlier one among them 

only saw Zhang Tie point at that fierce immortal general by finger. 



He was a powerful immortal general! How could a powerful immortal general be broken into pieces 

right in front of them in a split second? 

Many people even thought they had hallucinations; they even kneaded their eyes. 

Some people among them were smart and made responses to it rapidly. When Zhang Tie raised his 

finger and blew up the fierce immortal general, 7 or 8 among the 50-odd people had fully extended their 

metal wings and escaped in all directions at their full efforts like birds being startled by the mere twang 

of a bow-string. 

All the others realized what had happened too as they all escaped. n-/𝓞-/𝐯-)𝖊--𝓁-(𝔅-(1-(n 

The one who could kill their “boss” like killing an ant could never be offended by them. Those people 

were crystal clear about this point. 

However, how could Zhang Tie allow them to escape in his eyes? 

In the blink of an eye, the fastest one among them had been almost 300 m away. Right then, Zhang Tie 

raised his hand and advanced in the air towards those people. In a split second, the space within 

thousands of meters was frozen. All the rest 50-odd ants were fixed in the air while maintaining the odd 

gestures when they escaped like frozen flies. 

Someone wanted to scream; however, before they uttered any voice, they had felt their brains being 

empty while an irresistible strength invaded their brains violently like a monster tearing open a fragile 

plastic package film. Closely after that, all of their memories started to surge out of their brains as fast as 

lightning bolts like a flood breaking out of a dam. 

It only took Zhang Tie a few seconds to get the information that he needed from the memories of these 

people including the looks of Two Black Blood Sages, the information about those dauntless immortal 

generals of Black Blood Immortal Palaces, what Black Blood Immortal Palace had done in the western 

cities of Dragon Emperor Big Domain and the daily arrangements of these ants over these years. 

These patrollers were called flying yakshas in Black Blood Immortal Palace. They were responsible for 

the safety of the air zone of Dragonsea City. Over these years, many fugitives had been killed by these 

people. All the female fugitives would be mistreated and humiliated by them until death. Given their 

deeds, they were nothing different than demons. 

When Zhang Tie caught some scenes about their atrocities from their memories, he instantly released a 

strong, fierce qi as an icy, brutal intent flashed across his eyes. 

He gradually curved his five fingers as all the 50-odd people being fixed in the air within thousands of 

meters were forced to gather together like insects falling into a turbulent or a swirl or leaves being 

involved into a tornado without any ability to resist, except one person. 

“Ah, what happened? Help...” 

“Help...” 

“We’re members of Black Blood Immortal Palace... if you dare hurt us... Two Black Blood Sages would 

not let you go...” 



Those people started to scream loudly in the air; some of them even used the brand of Black Blood 

Immortal Palace to threaten Zhang Tie at the top of their voices. 

Zhang Tie clenched his fist with a sneer at a stroke. The 50-odd people were instantly squeezed into a 

bloody metal ball in the air together with their metal wings by an irresistible force. Nobody or no metal 

wing was in the metal ball anymore. Everyone just disappeared in front of Zhang Tie like that... 

Only a youth at his 20’s was quivering in the air with a dreadfully pale face as he was gazing at Zhang Tie 

with great panic. He couldn’t utter any voice as if his throat was congested by a stone. 

After taking a cold look at that person, Zhang Tie left some words, “Black Blood Alliance is going to be 

exterminated. Given that you’re not completely contaminated by them, conduct yourself well...” 

After that, Zhang Tie disappeared. When he reappeared, he was already over 20,000 m away. Then he 

disappeared again. When he reappeared, he was already over 40,000 m away. Closely after that, he 

disappeared in the eyes of the youth. 

This youth was previously a commoner in Dragonsea City. He had a bit greater flair in cultivation than his 

peers. After Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace’s branch in Dragonsea City was collapsed, he finally joined 

Black Blood Immortal Palace through a few years’ lonely consideration for a bright future. The only 

reason that Zhang Tie kept him alive was that this guy didn’t mistreat the two female fugitives together 

with the other flying yakshas when they intercepted a family who was escaping away from Dragonsea 

City a few days ago soon after he joined this team. He even persuaded them to stop doing that out of 

mercy. 

However, his persuasion only brought him two slaps from the team leader and all the others’ mock and 

contempt. But now, he became the only survivor among the 50-odd people just because of his simple 

kind persuasion. All those who mocked him had been integrated with the metal ball. The metal ball fell 

onto the ground the moment Zhang Tie left there. 

Facing a breeze, the youth in metal wings felt cold all over at once. Not until then did he realize that he 

had been wet all over due to sweat. He just watched the empty sky alone like in a dream... 

‘Was that real?’ 

The youth was in a daze as he only smelt the rich bloody smell in the air... 

... 

When Zhang Tie took his third step in the air, he instantly targeted at Two Black Blood Sages inside 

Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace after glancing over those major regions in Dragonsea City dozens of 

miles away through many walls and curtains... 

When he took his fourth step, he was already close to Dragonsea City... 

When he took his fifth step, he had seen city wall of Dragonsea City under his foot... 

When he took his sixth step, he had already stood in the brilliantly lit hall which was holding an 

extravagant orgy... 

... 



Chapter 1888: Zhang Tie’s Blackmail 

 

When Zhang Tie appeared in the palace, he found that all the immortal generals of Black Blood Immortal 

Palace were holding women in their arms and having a drink riotously. Almost nobody noticed this 

youth in black robe in the center of the palace. 

However, some were exceptions. 

Sword sage and Saber sage had already sensed it when Zhang Tie observed and targeted at Two 

Blackblood Sages by lotus-flower eyes presumptuously. At that moment, Sword Sage who took his glass 

and was going to have a sip suddenly stopped. Saber Sage knitted his brow as he looked at Sword Sage... 

However, they didn’t imagine that Zhang Tie could move so fast. Zhang Tie had appeared in the palace 

soon after Sword Sage put down his glass and before Saber Sage turned back. 

Standing straight, Zhang Tie watched Sword Sage and Saber Sage who were sitting under their own huge 

sculptures, hands on his back. Sword Sage and Saber Sage who were relaxed just now soon became 

froze as they squinted their eyes and looked straight into Zhang Tie’s eyes. 

With their strong qi fields and great perceptions as sage-level knights, they instantly knew that uninvited 

guest was on the same level as them the moment they caught sight of him. The only difference was that 

Zhang Tie looked too younger than them. Additionally, Zhang Tie was releasing a great tension which 

powers on their level didn’t have. 

All the other immortal generals and women instantly became Zhang Tie’s inferior and blurry background 

when he stood there. They were all like bustling average people on the street or flickers who could 

never scramble for brilliance with the sun and the moon. 

From over 100 m away, the three people had already released light bolts through their eyes which 

collided, rocked, squeezed and surged in the air like sabers and swords. However, none of the 

surrounding immortal generals could sense it. When Zhang Tie’s light bolts collided with that of the 

other two blackblood sages, the 1 m-higher flames in the two bronze tripods beside the two blackblood 

sages instantly flickered and were finally pressed to 15 cm high... 

At this moment, the two blackblood sages were not only shocked but also a bit scared. Through the 

invisible fierce battle, Zhang Tie had already controlled the wind. He was standing straight there like an 

irresistible iron body. By contrast, the glass in the hand of Sword Sage had been transformed, one palm 

of Saber Sage had already made a 1.5-cm deep fingerprint on the table quietly. 

In Motian Realm, although there were numerous immortal generals, supreme-level immortal generals 

or demon generals were not as cheap and common as white cabbages. All of them were famous. 

However, Sword Sage and Saber Sage had not ever heard about such a young supreme-level immortal 

general at all. 

‘Is he cultivated by Star Emperor Immortal Palace or Force Emperor Immortal Palace secretly or a 

mysterious owner of a sect?’ 

The same whim occurred to Two Blackblood Sages almost at the same time... 



Even at this moment, Two Blackblood Sages still didn’t know that Zhang Tie was the incumbent Dragon 

Emperor. 

Finally... 

“Ah, who are you? What are you standing there for?” An amazed and abrupt voice sounded in the 

palace. 

After pouring a glass of wine into the mouth of a woman on his side with an obscene smile, an immortal 

general turned around. Right then, he caught sight of Zhang Tie who was standing in the center of the 

palace. Therefore, he exclaimed at once. 

At this moment, besides those immortal generals of Black Blood Immortal Palace, Two Blackblood Sages 

and some waiters, there should be no other man. However, Zhang Tie didn’t wear the uniform of Black 

Blood Immortal Palace; neither was he a waiter; additionally, he looked strange. At the sight of him, 

they had known that he didn’t belong to Black Blood Immortal Palace. However, this stranger suddenly 

arrived and stood in the center of the palace, hands on his back. He even looked at the two “His 

Majesties” in the main seats of the palace. Therefore, the immortal general exclaimed in an instant. 

After hearing this sound, the entire palace became quiet at a stroke. At this moment, all the immortal 

generals who were enjoying drinks, food and beauties in all sorts of ugly behaviors immediately fixated 

onto Zhang Tie with surprise and deep confusion——Who is he? When did he enter the palace? 

“Hahahaha...” When the entire palace became quiet, Sword Sage suddenly burst out laughing and 

uttered, “Friend, now that you could come here without notice, you must be an able man. 

Coincidentally, we’re holding a banquet to invite these immortal generals of Black Blood Immortal 

Palace. If you like, how about having some glasses with us?” 

Sword Sage then waved his hand. Closely after that, some waiters set a table right beside him and Saber 

Sage. 

When they found this stranger could stand beside the Two Blackblood Sages, all the immortal generals 

of Black Blood Immortal Palace widely opened their eyes. Someone even glared at Zhang Tie with 

sparkling eyes as they wondered where did this “brat” come from. 

‘What cunning bandits!’ 

Zhang Tie mumbled inside. When he fought the Two Blackblood Sages with light bolts, he was also 

observing the two people. He wondered how could the two bandits devour such a large area in the west 

of Dragon Emperor Big Domain in only a few years. On one hand, the two people’s total battle force was 

far greater than ordinary forces; what was more, the two people; especially Sword Sage could take 

temporary setbacks, because of which Black Blood Alliance could occupy Brokenstars Sea for so long. 

Additionally, when they launched strikes, they were like cunning wild wolves and jackals who could 

instantly bite off a big piece of bloody flesh from Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace when their target 

was weak... 

“No need. I’m not here for a drink; I want to take something back!” Zhang Tie said calmly. 

‘Take something back?’ 



Sword Sage and Saber Sage turned gloomy at once. After exchanging a glance with each other, they had 

known what the opponent was thinking about——This unknown supreme-level immortal general is 

really a dauntless guy. When he sees Black Blood Immortal Palace enjoying drinks and meat at Dragon 

Emperor Big Domain, he determines to blackmail us. 

The two people were a bit confused and furious; however, they admitted that Zhang Tie was qualified to 

“take something back” given his excellent performance in the invisible combat just now. It was similar to 

that when they did business with no cost in Brokenstars Sea. When they met more powerful opponents, 

they had to pay for that no matter whether they wanted to kill him by force, rob him or ask him for the 

toll. If they really wanted to fight their opponents by force, they would suffer a great loss even though 

they could win in the end. Additionally, after killing these powerful opponents, they would face endless 

threats and might not even sleep well in the future. 

Sword Sage and Saber Sage watched Zhang Tie with flickering eyes as if they were considering whether 

they were going to fight him or share some wealth with him in case of disaster. After over 10 seconds’ 

silence, the two people had considered all the possible situations. After exchanging a glance with each 

other, Sword Sage who maintained a cold look suddenly revealed a smile and said, “Friend, now that 

you’ve opened your mouth, although being poor and humble, we are always generous to those poor 

friends in trouble. Here’s a space-teleportation finger-ring. It contains 30,000 element crystals and some 

gold coins. Please take it. We’re friends...” 

After saying that, Sword Sage waved his hand, sending a space-teleportation finger ring flying towards 

Zhang Tie. n)/𝓸.-𝚟.)𝓔--𝐿-/𝒷//I--n 

Zhang Tie remained expressionless. When he saw the space-teleportation finger ring flying towards him, 

he just took it calmly. After taking a look at the items inside it, he shook his head and said, “I will take 

those items in this finger ring, but I’m afraid that it’s not enough for you to make friends with me by 

them...” 

Sword Sage’s smile became shortly frozen. Closely after that, he recovered his smile. After taking a deep 

look at Zhang Tie for a couple of more times, he slightly knitted his brow and squinted his eyes. Closely 

after that, he waved his hand again. Then, two more silver secret items flew towards Zhang Tie, one long 

spear, one pair of wristers. 

“It should be enough with two more items. Friend, you could get 30,000 element crystals and two 

immortal outfits the moment you opened your mouth. We’ve tried our best to show our respect to 

you...” 

When the two items arrived at the front of Zhang Tie, Zhang Tie put them away at a stroke. However, he 

maintained a cold look as he continued to shake his head, and said word by word,”Still not enough...” 

“F*ck, do you think Black Blood Immortal Palace is weak? How dare you blackmail us,” a water immortal 

general over 50 m away from Zhang Tie at 5 o’clock direction swore at him as he stood up, pushing over 

a beauty who was accompanying him to drink. He then glared at Zhang Tie with bloody eyes and grinned 

in an odd way. “Fish, I really wonder how you sneaked in. Let me try you first...” 

When he said that, he found Zhang Tie didn’t even take a look at him. Therefore, a vicious light flashed 

across his eyes. Almost at the same time, his battle qi surged all over. Closely after that, a huge ax 



appeared in his hand. He then jumped up and slashed his ax towards Zhang Tie’s head while roaring, 

“Go die...” 

At the same time, a short and thin earth immortal general behind Zhang Tie flashed out from the 

bottom of his table and stabbed at Zhang Tie by a snake-shaped dagger. 

One was in the air; the other was close to the ground. One was blatant, the other was silent. What a 

perfect, fatal combination! 

Chapter 1889: The Unrivaled Realm 

 

On many occasions, intelligence was even more important than the battle force for fearless bandits to 

survive in Brokenstars Sea. 

All the fearless bandits’ intelligence of survival combined ferocity and craftiness. 

Of course, immortal generals of Blackblood Immortal Palace were fearless bandits. They didn’t lack such 

ferocity and craftiness. With two supreme-level immortal generals on their back in their own territory, 

these bandits didn’t fear of launching a strike at the risk of their lives at all. 

Although the water immortal general who exclaimed and stood up looked like testing Zhang Tie’s real 

battle force while being drunk, he was actually sober-minded. In fact, it was not just a test, but a fatal 

strike. 

If he failed it, it was just a test. As he had warned Zhang Tie in advance, he had followed the rules in this 

line. Additionally, through Zhang Tie’s response, Two Blackblood Sages could better figure out Zhang 

Tie’s background and real battle force. They could even seize an opportunity to kill Zhang Tie in the 

process. 

If he made it and killed Zhang Tie, it was just Zhang Tie’s fault. Even though he could severely injured 

Zhang Tie, it was also a great triumph. 

However, the real fatal strike was not from the water immortal general who urged aloud, but that earth 

immortal general who rushed towards Zhang Tie close to the ground silently like a viper. The blade of 

the earth immortal general’s dagger was giving out a faint baby blue light, which indicated that it had 

been quenched in the high toxin. Additionally, snake-shaped dagger could break protective battle qi 

much easier than ordinary weapons. Once being hurt by such high toxin, ordinary immortal generals 

might lose their lives in a short period of time. Even though supreme-level immortal generals wouldn’t 

die for the time being, their battle force would be sharply reduced. 

They found that Zhang Tie had not released his protective battle qi. Therefore, they thought it was a 

good opportunity. 

The fat guy was called “venom fang”; the short one was called “Shadowless Snake”. 

Venom Fang and Shadowless Snake didn’t even know that Zhang Tie was a supreme-level immortal 

general. They only felt that Zhang Tie was profound and unpredictable. They had got the acquiescence 

of Sword Sage through eye contact. As they had been subordinate to Two Blackblood Sages for many 



years, Venom Fang and Shadowless Snake immediately got the point of Sword Sage. As a result, they 

became much more dauntless at a stroke. 

With the acquiescence of Sword Sage, they knew that Sword Sage would interfere in the battle and save 

them once they were in the lower hand. Even if they were unsuccessful, they didn’t have to risk their 

lives. 

To be honest, Zhang Tie was not the first powerhouse who dared have a windfall in Blackblood Alliance. 

When they were in Brokenstars Sea, they had met more than one person like Zhang Tie. Not every one 

of them could leave the territory of Blackblood Alliance. They had been used to this trick; therefore, 

they could deal with this situation with ease. Although they were righteous and forthright verbally, they 

were actually brewing a grim, vicious and fatal strike... 

Blackblood Alliance was a ruthless and greedy organization; instead of a charitable organization which 

supported those in distress and aided those in misery. 

This trick was always useful in previous experiences. However, they hit the iron plate today... No, 

actually, they had jumped into the crater themselves... 

When Venom Fang and Shadowless Snake launched a sudden strike towards Zhang Tie, Saber Sage and 

Sword Sage had already been ready for giving them a favor. If they found that the test had failed, they 

would immediately save Venom Fang and Shadowless Snake. If they found the test had succeeded, they 

would seize the opportunity to attack Zhang Tie together. 

Not only Two Blackblood Sages had made preparations, but also all the other fearless immortal generals 

in Blackblood Immortal Palace had been ready. 

However, everything happened so fast that they had come to an end before Saber Sage and Sword Sage 

found an opportunity to launch a strike. 

During the whole process, Zhang Tie didn’t release his protective battle qi; nor did he move even a bit. 

He didn’t even raise his hand. 

He just turned around and watched the two attackers... 

Venom Fang jumped high and slashed his huge ax towards Zhang Tie from dozens of meters away in an 

overwhelming manner. The huge axe was shiny and contained strong battle qi. Only when it touched 

Zhang Tie’s protective battle qi or his body could it release the battle qi ferociously. Combining with the 

blade of the huge axe, this fatal strike could be two times more destructive... n-)0𝒱𝑬𝗅𝑏In 

When he found that Zhang Tie didn’t move or even released his protective battle qi, Venom Fang 

became thrilled. 

Right then, he found Zhang Tie turning around and looking at him... 

What a pair of distant, calm, cold and lofty eyes! It was like a huge dragon in the sky overlooking ants on 

the ground... When Zhang Tie turned around, Venom Fang’s eyes were full of Zhang Tie’s eyes and the 

cold lights and sword shadows that abruptly shot out of the depth of the profound eyes... 

‘What happened? He doesn’t hold a sword. Why are there cold lights and sword shadows in his eyes?’ 



A whim occurred to Venom Fang. 

Closely after that, Venom Fang’s entire body was pierced through by a wisp of powerful sword qi out of 

nowhere... 

Then, the 2nd wisp of sword qi, the 3rd, the 10th... the 100th... the 1000th... the 10,000th... the 

100,000th... 

Each wisp of sword qi was aboveboard, extremely sharp, powerful and surging; each wisp of sword qi 

could easily pierce through Venom Fang’s protective battle qi and his body. 

Facing numerous wisps of sword qi out of nowhere, Venom Fang’s body as a whole was instantly 

shattered into pieces and became a bloody mist like being sliced up by swords. Even his huge ax, which 

was a silver secret item, couldn’t withstand the terrifying power of those wisps of sword qi. After the 

material form of the huge axe was shattered by those wisps of sword qi, the original body of the secret 

item showed up while wailing like a huge bird being hit by a spectacular crossbow——a burning huge 

black hawk... 

At the same time, the phantom had already been 5 m away from Zhang Tie as the cold light over the 

surface of the snake-shaped dagger was 10 cm higher. He would almost touch Zhang Tie at his 

fingertips. 

Zhang Tie then fixated onto the earth immortal general called Shadowless Snake. 

All of a sudden, numerous wisps of sword qi spewed out of the earth in the hall. 

“Ah...” Shadowless Snake screamed. Closely after that, he was shattered into a bloody mist by those 

wisps of sword qi like a poor little snake reaching a cutting machine which was running at a high speed... 

“Puff...” Shadowless Snake disappeared too, leaving a bloody dark 10-cm wide shadow on the ground, 

which passed Zhang Tie right beside him. 

The snake-shaped dagger’s material form had been shattered and recovered its original look——a small, 

cyan snake. 

Not until then did Zhang Tie raise his hand. Then, the small, cyan snake swam towards him obediently 

and twined about Zhang Tie’s fingers. At the same time, the burning black hawk which was hovering in 

the air also fell onto Zhang Tie’s hand. 

All of these took place too fast and came to an end in less than one second. 

‘What has happened...’ 

‘Where are Venom Fang and Shadowless Snake?’ 

‘Was that a hallucination?’ 

Those immortal generals of Blackblood Immortal Palace in the hall were all in a daze as they didn’t know 

what had happened. 

Of course, what had happened was not a hallucination. Even now, a terrifying, domineering sword qi 

was still lingering in the hall like the halos and qi left by brilliant fireworks in the night sky. It was like an 



immortal dragon reaching out its claws which appeared out of nowhere and disappeared immediately, 

leaving no clues at all. Only the frightening, wet, dark red stroke on the ground made people feel falling 

into an ice house... 

The two people who had launched a strike were not two flies or mosquitoes, but two powerful immortal 

generals; one water immortal general and one earth immortal general. How could they be killed so 

easily? 

Sword Sage and Saber Sage had already stood up. Sword Sage who remained calm just now was 

watching Zhang Tie with wide eyes as if the latter was a ghost. At the same time, Sword Sage had been 

flurried as he muttered, “Pupil Swordsmanship... Pupil Swordsmanship... it’s unrivaled swordsmanship 

driven by pupils... people would be killed once being seen by him. It’s the legendary supreme realm in 

swordsmanship... Impossible... Impossible... This swordsmanship has already been extinct for tens of 

thousands of years in Motian Realm. Only the legendary Sword Emperor who once shocked both 

humans and demons in Motian Realm could use such terrifying swordsmanship...” 

Pupil Swordsmanship was the legendary supreme realm of swordsmanship in Motian Realm. In this 

realm, the master didn’t need to hold material sword anymore, nor any movements. People would die 

once being seen by him. He could absolutely kill people with his eyes. In front of Pupil Swordsmanship, 

the legendary skill of killing people with pupils was never a joke... 

When one reached this realm in swordsmanship, he could overlook everything just like standing on the 

top of the highest mountain. 

After muttering for a few seconds, Sword Sage suddenly became sober-minded as he gazed at Zhang Tie 

and roared, “Who are you... Who are you... How can you use Pupil Swordsmanship?” 

Sword Sage was looking straight into Zhang Tie’s eyes with fear and greed. The fear came from Pupil 

Swordsmanship; the greed also came from Pupil Swordsmanship. As a person who cultivated 

swordsmanship, he was aware of the meaning of Pupil Swordsmanship better than anyone else. 

It was not Zhang Tie who answered Sword Sage, but another person in the hall that nobody could 

expect... 

A woman suddenly wailed as she ran out of those musicians. After coming to Zhang Tie’s front, she 

suddenly knelt down on the ground and kowtowed towards Zhang Tie; then, she looked up at him who 

was standing in the hall solemnly with excitement while uttering in sobs, “My respects to you... Your 

Majesty Dragon Emperor... I’m Ying Yuhong... a maid in the branch of Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace 

in Dragonsea City...” 

Chapter 1890: Fighting Two Blackblood Sages 

 

The girl who suddenly ran out of the band shocked everyone at present... 

They were actually shocked by her words “Your Majesty Dragon Emperor”. 

‘Your Majesty Dragon Emperor? Is this young man in black the legendary Dragon Emperor Zhang Tie 

who was said to have died with Six-Armed Demon Emperor in Infinite Immortal Prison?’ 



What shocked Zhang Tie the most was that this girl had recognized him. 

Zhang Tie instantly fixated onto this girl’s elegant and beautiful face as he realized that he had a bit of 

impression on her. 

“I remember you... When Ying Zigui, the head of the branch of Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace in 

Dragonsea City, came to make a work report in Dragon Emperor Pavilion, was that you who followed 

him...” 

The girl was happy and grieved at the same time. She had not imagined that Zhang Tie could still 

remember her. She kept nodding and dropping tears as she said, “Yes... I’ve not imagined that Your 

Majesty still remembered me... Last time, when I followed my uncle to make a work report to Your 

Majesty in Dragon Emperor City, due to my humble identity, I could only wait for my uncle in the 

corridor outside Heavenly Safety Building in Dragon Emperor Pavilion. When Your Majesty walked my 

uncle out of Heavenly Safety Building, I could have a chance to look at Your Majesty from afar. I even 

thought that I mistook the wrong person just now. When I confirmed that Your Majesty was as dignified 

as before, I finally dare come out to greet you...” 

“Ying Zigui is your uncle?” 

“Yes!” 

“Where is he?” 

“In order to defend Dragonsea City, my uncle has already fought enemies to death with his 

subordinates...” Ying Yuhong clenched her teeth as she added, “Pitifully, I cannot avenge my uncle and 

his subordinates as a weak woman. Therefore, I joined Black Blood Immortal Palace and intended to 

seek for opportunities to avenge them. Your Majesty, please punish me...” 

“I’ve not imagiend that Ying Zigui has already fought to death!” Zhang Tie sighed with a bit grief when he 

recalled the image of Ying Zigui. In his memory, Ying Zigui was elegant and decent who could answer his 

questions briefly and excellently. He was one of the backbones of Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace. 

Zhang Tie had not imagined that such a person could fight enemies to death for the sake of Dragon 

Emperor Immortal Palace at the critical moment. Therefore, Zhang Tie admired him very much for his 

righteous and dauntless deed. 

“The main reason why Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace had suffered such great losses lay in me. It was 

me who had not fulfilled the responsibility of a qualified dragon emperor and failed to protect Dragon 

Emperor Immortal Palace from being intruded. You’re innocent. Get up. I will avenge your uncle’s death. 

You can witness it here today...” 

“Thanks, Your Majesty...” 

Not until then did Two Blackblood Sages and the others in the palace finally confirm Zhang Tie’s identity 

and understand what he’s here for. Zhang Tie was not here to seek gratuitous financial help but for 

revenge. 

At this moment, all the dauntless immortal generals in Black Blood Immortal Palace had stood up with 

weapons in hands as if they were facing a great enemy; instead of feeling like drinking or molesting 

women anymore. 



However, after knowing Zhang Tie’s real identity, Sword Sage still planned to play his heroic tricks with a 

fluke mind after considering it. 

The Two Blackblood Sages didn’t know how Zhang Tie, who was said to have died in the Infinite 

Immortal Prison, could survive back; however, they were a bit depressed and indignant about being the 

first target of Zhang Tie. 

‘It’s not only us who intruded Dragon Emperor Big Domain; why don’t you deal with others first; instead 

of us? What the hell are you thinking about?’ 

‘Even though we’re all bandits, when you came back, why only fight one of the bandits?’ 

Sword Sage squinted his eyes, only leaving a saber-sized gap. He then watched Zhang Tie and said coldly, 

“Dragon Emperor Immortal Palace is being gazed by too many powerful enemies. It’s not only Black 

Blood Immortal Palace that intruded Dragon Emperor Big Domain. Your Majesty Dragon Emperor, if you 

want both sides to suffer destruction, you will see other parties benefiting from our fight. Think about 

Versatile Demon Emperor, Star Emperor Immortal Palace and Five Elements Immortal Palace, Your 

Majesty, do you really like to fight us to death and benefit them? If Your Majesty agrees to forget about 

the old scores for the time being, you might have a chance to cooperate with us. Black Blood Immortal 

Palace might help Your Majesty to retake the other territories and cities intruded by other immortal 

palaces and forces...” 

If someone else faced such a tough situation where many powerful enemies were nibbling his territory, 

they might really give compromise to Black Blood Immortal Palace. However, Two Blackblood Sages 

didn’t image that Zhang Tie didn’t mean to give compromise to anyone else at all, even Star Emperor or 

Demon Emperor. Two Blackblood Sages were the first targets of Zhang Tie, but not the last one. 

“I’ve told you. I’m here for something!” Zhang Tie reiterated as he watched Two Blackblood Sages 

calmly. 

“What?” 

“Your heads!” 

“Go die...” 

When Zhang Tie uttered the last word, Saber Sager who had been ready for fight abruptly charged at 

Zhang Tie with saber light as fast as a lightning bolt. 

Given its power and momentum, it was over one hundred times more powerful than the strike of the 

late Venom Fang. 

As powers, of course, Two Blackblood Sages would launch a strike first the moment they were refused 

by Zhang Tie. 

When Saber Sage started the strike, all the other immortal generals in Blackblood Immortal Palace had 

moved and formed a big battle formation in a split second... 

When the saber light was slashed towards Zhang Tie, Sword Sage had already flown off and charged at 

Zhang Tie with his unsheathed sword. In an instant, the entire palace became a battlefield... 



Zhang Tie maintained his expression. He just stomped to the ground. Closely after that, a bit of golden 

light appeared under Zhang Tie’s foot. Then, the bit of golden light started to spread over the ground of 

the palace centered on Zhang Tie... 

The Two Blackblood Sages’ strikes were fast; neither did the surrounding immortal generals act slowly; 

however, their attacks and responses could never be faster than light. 

Saber Sage’s saber blade had been less than 2 m away from Zhang Tie; however, this short distance 

became an insurmountable chasm. 

The terrifying saber light was still moving towards Zhang Tie; however, all of a sudden, the space and 

distance between Zhang Tie and Saber Sage was expanded. The entire space of the palace started to 

expand rapidly like a bubble when the golden wave started to spread from Zhang Tie’s foot. Previously, 

Saber Sage was only about 100 m away from Zhang Tie. However, in an instant, the distance had 

become over 1,000 m. Although the powerful saber light that he slashed towards Zhang Tie was still 

moving towards Zhang Tie, the distance between Saber Sage and Zhang Tie was further increased. When 

the saber light reached 1,000 m away, the distance between Zhang Tie and Saber Sage had become 

10,000 m. When the saber light reached 10,000 m away, the distance between Zhang Tie and Saber 

Sage had become over 100,000 m... 

It was like standing on a train which was running in the opposite direction with Zhang Tie; although 

Saber Sage’s saber light was as powerful as before; the distance between Saber Sage and Zhang Tie was 

gradually increased due to the rapid movement of the train. As a result, his saber light could never reach 

Zhang Tie... 

It was same for sword sage. So were the dauntless immortal generals of Blackblood Immortal Palace. 

Those immortal generals felt that they were instantly far away from Zhang Tie as if the palace became 

an indescribable place; at the same time, the space beside them was still expanding. Closely after that, 

the sky and earth were spinning around. Except Two Blackblood Sages, all the others suddenly felt falling 

off a tall building or being shaken out of a cloth bag and falling into the water... 

When they exposed their heads out of the water, they found the immortal palace where they were had 

become a vast ocean with black huge billows. The sky was full of lightning bolts and thunders. At this 

moment, a huge billow came and all the immortal generals of Blackblood Immortal Palace were 

dispersed like seaweeds in ocean. 

Some immortal generals wanted to fly off the water; however, they found their bodies were as heavy as 

lead in the black ocean. They could even barely float on the surface of the water, not to mention flying 

off it. They only struggled and shrieked once before sinking into the ocean... 

 


